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Abstract— The development of automated driving has made
huge advances in the last years. Several companies have
announced the deployment of highly automated vehicles in
public traffic in the near future. However, the operation of
SAE level 3+ automated vehicles is always subject to risk
caused by uncertainty in environment perception, prediction of
other traffic participants’ behavior, vehicle behavior generation,
requirements specification, and validation. Hence, novel approaches towards ensuring and validating safety of automated
vehicles are necessary in order to reduce the risk to an
acceptable level, which itself is not defined or even quantifiable
yet. Thus, the second workshop on “Ensuring and Validating
Safety of Automated Vehicles” addresses multiple topics related
to the safe operation of automated vehicles. Among others,
topics such as safety concepts, hazard analyses, handling of
challenging and critical scenarios, impact of machine learning
on safety argumentation, as well as concepts for validating the
functionality of automated vehicles are welcome contributions.

I. A IM AND S COPE
Participating in public traffic always involves accepting
a trade-off between mobility and safety. This applies to
both, human-driven and automated vehicles. Thus, there is an
inherent risk to operate SAE level 3+ [3] automated vehicles
in public traffic.
Different types of uncertainty can be distinguished to
describe the root causes of this risk. Machine perception is
the enabling technology for the automation of road vehicles.
However, the different sensor principles are always subject
to physical limitations, although fusing data from different sensor types can overcome some of these deficiencies
but never all of them. Moreover, the interpretation of the
environment data is still an active field of research. Even
assuming perfect environment perception, occluded areas
still introduce uncertainty to the task of situation assessment.
The prediction of other traffic participants behavior is
made based on inherently limited information about their
states and – in general – based on unknown intentions. This
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even applies to human drivers, who basically assume that
other traffic participants behave mostly compliant to traffic
rules. Still, it is an open question whether this assumption can
be adopted to automated vehicles. Even more challenging,
potential reckless behavior, e. g., of children, must also be
considered.
The generation of appropriate vehicle behavior and its
execution are another source of uncertainty. On the one hand,
it must be assured that automated vehicles are able to make
safe driving decisions for any perceived situation. On the
other hand, the execution of these decisions in terms of
trajectory planing and tracking relies on vehicle dynamics
models that are always an abstraction of the reality. Hence,
the effects of unmodeled vehicle dynamics and external
disturbances must also be considered.
The execution of perception and decision making software moreover requires data, software and hardware of
unprecedented complexity – requiring new approaches to
functional safety and safety of the intended functionality,
for instance cf. [4]. This already starts with the specification of an automated driving functionality as foundation
for the development. Basically, the specification is required
to define the vehicle behavior for each possible scenario
encountered during the automated operation. However, it
appears impossible to consider all relevant scenarios during
system design since automated vehicles operate in an open
environment. Consequently, the vehicle’s behavior is not
defined in scenarios which go beyond the specification.
In contrast, human drivers are able to adapt to unknown
scenarios. Hence, approaches are needed to explicitly address
this definitional gap.
Last but not least, conventional validation approaches do
not suffice for validating SAE level 3+ automation systems
as has been pointed out by Wachenfeld and Winner [5].
Also, new approaches such as scenario based validation in
simulation are subject to research and development. Validated sensor models have to be established and rare corner
cases must be incorporated in test suites. Moreover, the
impact of discretization of a continuous environment and
its implications for the completeness of validation have
to be understood. Besides the need for novel validation
approaches, also the necessary safety level for automated
vehicles accepted by society is not determined yet.
Approaches to reduce this uncertainty to an accepted level
(which itself must be defined) are the key for deploying
automated vehicles into public traffic. This necessitates a

holistic consideration of safety and its validation throughout
the development of automated vehicles. Thus, the proposed
workshop aims at encouraging contributions and promoting
scientific exchange among researchers and practitioners in
this field from both, academia and industry. Although safety
and its validation are more and more focused in the ITS
community, the approximately 40 participants of the first
workshop on “Ensuring and Validating Safety for Automated
Vehicles” held at the Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference 2018 commonly agreed that research with respect to
ensuring and validating safety is still underrepresented in the
ITS community. Thus, the workshop will continue the fruitful
discussions of the first workshop. Held in the neighborhood
to major OEMs, we expect a high number of contributions
as well as participants for the workshop.
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II. T OPICS OF I NTEREST

IV. I MPORTANT DATES

Targeting a full day workshop featuring paper presentations and a final panel discussion, we welcome and encourage contributions reporting on original research, work under
development and experiments related but not limited to one
of the following topics:
• System modeling
• Hazard identification
• Safety analysis
• Metrics and benchmarks for risk and safety
• Safety concepts
• Safety implications for system architectures
• Handling of challenging/critical scenarios
• Safety of environment perception in open environments
• Ensuring safety under uncertainty
• Self-perception, self-awareness, introspection and related approaches of other communities
• Determination of environment perception performance
• Safety validation and testing
• Safety of the intended functionality (SOTIF)
• Release for operation in public traffic
• Safety argumentation for machine learning based systems
• Interplay of safety and security in automated vehicles
• Standardization
• Taxonomy and terminology
• Safety and security engineering guidelines for automated vehicles
• Collaboration initiatives to promote introduction of sufficiently safe automated vehicles
More information and updates will be published here:
www.ifr.ing.tu-bs.de/iv-workshop-2019
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